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Mixing Honey
and Milk
Mediation and Gaming in Macau
Justice in Macau stands at a crossroad. Concerns about the adequacy of the judicial system
in pursuit of civil justice goals have been pointed out for some time. Advocate-controlled,
costly, lengthy, underpinned by an obsolete adversarial model 1 that exacerbates acrimony 2
between parties,3 Macanese justice has failed in delivering a fundamental right to its
citizens: effective access to justice (art.º 36.º, n.º 1, of Macau Basic Law).
Jud ic ia l cou r t s i n M a c au a re
overcrowded. Overburdened dockets
(and multitudinous back logs) are
seemingly the (usual suspects and, in
this case, indeed) culprits. Room for
the perverse ramifications of Murphy’s
Law is blossoming vigorously: the
more citizens that demand an effective
response from courts as to guidance of
their rights, the less courts are able to
deliver it to them. With this in mind,
Macau´s legal system is in dire need of
other dispute resolution mechanisms
capable of solving disputes in an
amicable and conciliatory way. This
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will buffer the deleterious effects of
the loss of trust and trustworthiness 4
in Macau´s legal system, which are
mounting exponentially on a daily basis.
Shedding light on Macau´s cultural
background
Litigation (or interchangeably, courtadjudication) is not the only way to solve
disputes. In Macau´s case, there is one
detail that can pave the way to mediation
thriving: its cultural background,
deeply embedded in Confucianism
traits. This is not to say this is a pristine
approach or a revolutionary one. The

propensity of Chinese culture to propel
conciliatory means of solving disputes
has been pointed out by prominent
scholars. 5. Reg arding the aptitude
of the Chinese culture to adhere
hastily to amicable means of solving
disputes (especia lly mediat ion), 6
scholars like Jerald Aurerbach 7 have
written of the Quaker, Chinese and
Jew ish communities’ relia nce on
mediation because of their distrust
of alien legal culture. 8
No surprise stems from the fact
that Chinese culture is prone (deeply
entrenched in Confucianism traits) to
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embrace amicable and placid dispute
resolution mechanisms dating back
centuries9. Whilst this finding seems
obvious, seldom have steps been
taken by Macau´s lawmakers towards
the creation of a proper and sound
mediation legal framework. It is quite
startling that there is no mediation
legal framework to this day, in spite
of the fact that Macau´s legal system
would benef it ex ponentially from
such an enactment, as would a swift,
prompt a nd st rea mlined dispute
resolution process. A gaming legal
framework should not fall far behind
these two frameworks.
Why milk (gaming) and honey
(mediation) should mix
With this backdrop in mind, milk
(gaming) and honey (mediation)
should intermingle with each other,
especially in Macau. Handling (better
said: mediating) a multi-milliondollar, complex and intricate dispute
which has arisen from the breadth
of gaming law could have positive
long-term effects, as opposed to an
everlasting battle fought in Macau´s
weary and inefficient judicial system.
Not a l l d i sput e s re qu i re courtadjudication. Mediation can address both
the underlying issues of the dispute while
preserving (and oftentimes restoring) the
relationship between the parties, which
can be kept unscathed; something that
court-adjudication may be unable to
achieve. Once parties push the “litigationmode button,” it is difficult to turn back.
Mediation is suitable for solving
disputes arising from side betting

“It is quite startling that there is no mediation
legal framework to this day.”
and prox y betting (both w rapped
i n o p a q u e n e s s), o u t s t a n d i n g
ch ips, a nd t ip po ol i n g , a s t he se
leg al disputes tend to be leng thy
a nd costly in judicia l cour t s.
Mediat ion a nd g a m in g ca n (a nd
should) be tightly interlocked in
the forthcoming future.
A fter all, mediation and
Confucianism, the cradle of Chinese
legal culture, have always gone handin-hand throughout the long road of
China´s history aimed at preserving
so c ia l h a r mony. A s a sser t ed by
Peter Chan, “Under the Confucian
ideology, disputes of a civil nature
should be settled through conciliatory
means so that the amicable relations
of the disputants can be maintained.
The culture of face-saving and the
maintenance of cordial relations
remains a distinctive characteristic of
the modern Chinese society.”10 As such,
Confucianism envisaged the ideal
society as one free from litigation (wu
song). “Disputes should be resolved
through mediation to preserve social
harmony… Litigation should be the last
resort.”11 Mediation in gaming law can
fulfill that long-held hope, something
that prospective Macau lawmakers
should bear very firmly in mind.

Myth-Breaking
There are lingering myths that are in
dire need of quashing. One of them
is that all the intricate and complex
disputes are preferably solved through
litigation (and litigation only). There
are a vast array of disputes which are far
more suitable to be solved through
a micable or conciliator y mea ns.
Disputes relating to the gaming law´s
breadth constitute a fine example of
that. No matter how cumbersome
the disputes in gaming law might
seem to be, there is always room to
strike a (good) deal as opposed to
getting a delayed court decision (thus
wrapped in tokenism), which only
furthers the w restle with justice.
There would be no procedural gain
to be accounted for in such cases.
This would certainly be a lose-lose
situation. CGL
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